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Preface
During the periodOctober 1, 2001–September 30, 2004 the Center for interdisciplinary Research (ZIF) of theUniver-
sity of Bielefeld supported a research project with the title General Theory of Information Transfer and Combinatorics.
As head of this project the Guest Editor selected a group of long-term visitors according to their scientiﬁc ori-
entations and qualiﬁcations. This happened during the ﬁrst year in two preparatory weekly meetings with a wide
spectrum of topics concerning information transfer—ranging, for instance, from Quantum Information Theory to An-
imal Communication—and by approaching worldwide researchers and institutions in order to ﬁnd out which plans
could be realized in the main year of the project, October 1, 2002–August 31, 2003.
A detailed report on the experiences, failures, and achievements appeared in the Springer Lecture Notes on Computer
Science as volume 4123 under the title of the project.
This issue covers primarily work with a stronger emphasis on its second component, Combinatorics.
Section I begins with a largely updated version of the Guest Editor’s “General Theory of Information Transfer”
(abbreviated as GTIT), Preprint 97-118, SFB 343 “Diskrete Strukturen in der Mathematik”, Universität Bielefeld,
1997, which clearly goes beyond Shannon’s Theories of Transmission and Noiseless Source Coding. As has been
explained in the Introduction of the Lecture Notes 4123, an attempt to advance and explore empirically its concepts
and ideas set the stage for the ZIF-project. The paper also provided the backbone for the Shannon Lecture 2006 in
Seattle entitled “Towards a General Theory of Information Transfer”, which appeared in September 2007 as an IEEE
Newsletter.
The intended scope of the research was enlarged by two areas, String Matching in Bioinformatics and Combinatorial
Reconstruction Problems under Local Constraints, which are particularly relevant to Chemistry. Together they became
the object of a Dagstuhl Seminar in May 2006. Representative papers in these areas complete the ﬁrst section.
Section II begins with one of the three surveys on topics in Coding Theory: Signature coding for M active users out
of a total of T users of a multiple access OR-channel.
Themathematical problem is equivalent to ﬁnding goodKautz/Singleton superimposed codes—or in the terminology
used by Erdös in extremal set theory—to ﬁnding good M-cover-free set systems.
Quite surprisingly probabilistic codes for K-identiﬁcation in GTIT relate to combinatorial superimposed codes.
Another important connection to GTIT concerns several contributions to Search, all of which are presented here
except for one of them, “On diagnosability of large multiprocessor networks” (coauthored by H. Aydinian), which has
been submitted to a regular issue of DAM. Section II concludes with contributions to synchronization, list codes, and
number theoretical secrecy analysis. They all deal with basic information theoretical concepts, which ask for extensions
to GTIT.
The same is the case for the survey on the role of the concept of proper codes in Error Control Theory. These
codes perform well with respect to error detection. They are also linked via repeat strategies to feedback and thus to
search.
Section III starts with the remaining two surveys (including the previously mentioned one) and papers dedicated
to the memory of Levon Khachatrian at the memorial held for him during the Opening Conference, November 4–9,
2002. A new concept, diameter perfect codes introduced in “On perfect codes and related concepts” by R. Ahlswede,
H. Aydinian, and L.H. Khachatrian, Designs, Codes and Cryptography, 22, 221–237, 2001, is discussed in the ﬁrst
of these surveys. It opened a new direction in the study of perfect codes and linked it with two of the most basic
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contributions to Combinatorial Extremal Theory coauthored by L.H. Khachatrian: The Complete Intersection Theorem
(completing work of Erdös/Ko/Rado) and the related Diametric Theorem in Hamming Spaces, which completely
characterizes optimal anti-codes.
The occurring extremal conﬁgurations can be connected with information ﬂows in certain networks in the frame of
the newly established Network Coding Theory, discussed in chapter VIII of the previously mentioned Lecture Notes.
The other articles in this section range over such combinatorial areas as sequence spaces, polytopes and convex
cones, graphs, and POS. They provide new tools for GTIT.
Systematic accounts of some recent developments, especially also by the work of Levon Khachatrian, can be
found in:
“Advances on extremal problems in number theory and combinatorics”, by R. Ahlswede, European Congress of
Mathematics, Barcelona 2000, Vol. I, 147–175, Carles Casacuberta, Rosa Maria Miró-Roig, Joan Verdera, Sebastiá
Xambó-Descamps (Eds.), Progress in Mathematics, Vol. 201, Birkhäuser Verlag, Basel-Boston-Berlin, 2000,
“Sperner Theory”, by K. Engel, Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications 65, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 1997,
“Lectures on Advances in Combinatorics”, by R. Ahlswede and V. Blinovsky, Springer Verlag, Berlin–Heidelberg–
NewYork, forthcoming book.
We thank all authors for their valuable contributions. Our special thanks go to the late Peter Hammer for offering
this medium of publication and for insuring a very, very responsible handling of the refereeing. We also gratefully
acknowledge the cooperation of the editorial staff of DAM, especially of Katie D’Agosta, and of Christian Deppe from
Bielefeld University during the preparation of this issue. Finally, we are very much obliged to Endre Boros for starting
his editorial duties of DAM with great effort.
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